Taiwan

THE ANGEL’S
TEARDROP
Taiwan may not top your bucket list, but give it a chance and you’ll discover a hidden
paradise ripe for adventure, as Maxwell Roche ﬁnds out…
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who’s writing?
MAXWELL ROCHE is a literature graduate
who spends time in antiquarian bookshops
taking great long sniffs. He also hurls
himself off, down or into anything for a story
or a photograph, and travels in search of a
view, because it’s all about the view. He’s
a desperate climber, addicted surfer and
frivolous cyclist, horrified by the prospect of missing out and
tormented by indecision regarding his future.
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irst for the river mother, then for the great
mountain father, and finally for the spirits
in the sky. To each of these gods I offered up
a shower of rice wine and betel nuts, across
an alter of wild pigs skulls blackened by fire.
According to the Bunun, indigenous tribes
people of the Taiwanese high mountains,
this was the way to make peace with the heavens and ensure
safe passage on our coming expedition. I took a step back from
the alter, feeling confident that my generous offerings would be
esteemed, and in turn good fortune bestowed upon me. As we
readied ourselves to leave, I noticed a local man appear from behind the gigantic strangling routes of a banyan tree and approach
the alter. In his hands were not only rice wine and betel nuts, but
also a deck of playing cards lewdly adorned with naked ladies.
“Great,” I thought to myself, turning despondently away. “His
passage is likely to be far safer than mine.”
There are places in this world that we, as travellers, dream of
visiting. Often it’s because they are in some way geographically
or culturally spectacular. Ahead of my recent trip to Taiwan, I
had neither seen nor heard a great deal to suggest it was an island world-beatingly spectacular in either respect. Of course,
all places have their charms, but most locations of extra special
noteworthiness have long been laid bare, especially in this, the
age of the online media firestorm. And so it was with lowish expectations, and a generous measure of intrigue, that I travelled
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to Taiwan this spring to join a group of international hikers on a
three-day trek to Jiaming Lake, in the south central mountain
region of Yushan.
“Nice to meet you all,” I said, as our three guides popped up
to greet us comically, in height order, from among the madding
crowds at Kaohsiung high speed railway station on Taiwan’s south
coast. Each seemingly trying to outgrin the other, they prised our
bags from our shoulders. “Guan-Hao Peng” is my name, said a
lithe and exceptionally friendly-faced young gent while giving my
hand a good shake, “but you can call me Fox... if it’s easier?”
“Thank god for that,” I thought, not being very good with
names at the best of times. Next to introduce herself was a young
lady named Cheong Yining AKA 101, with whom I immediately fell in love owing to her porcelain features and beyond cute
demeanour. And finally, up popped the ever-explicative Chen
Huei-Shu, a retired pharmacist not much over four-foot tall.
“But my English name,” she said, “is Daphne.” “That’s a nice
old fashioned name,” I said, “who chose it?” “I did,” she replied.
“Daphne was an ancient Greek nymph unrequitedly beloved by
Apollo.” “Blimey, how much fun to choose your own name,” I
thought. “Can we choose me a Chinese name?” I asked. “What’s
Mandarin for ultimate legend?”

A culinary adventure
According to the guides, before any serious hiking could get
underway, we first had to consume copious amounts of some

C A N A P E S O N A R R I VA L

INTO THE FOREST WE GO

particular national delicacies. I had heard a little on the grapevine about esteemed Taiwanese edibles, such as stinky tofu and
spicy beef noodles. I’d also watched quite a lot of crazy Taiwanese pet grooming videos, where scissor-wielding Vidal Sassoon
wannabes give dogs and cats perfectly square or perfectly round
haircuts... but that’s another story. “We are taking you to the
world-renowned restaurant Din Tai Fung, where we will eat
Xiaolongbao, flour buns filled with meaty delights, steamed in
a bamboo basket,” Daphne explained. “Afterwards, since it’s a
warm afternoon, we’ll enjoy a refreshing beverage at a streetside
bar named Bubble Tea. It’s cold and milky” said Daphne proudly,
“filled with kidney beans and gelatinous tapioca balls which you
suck up through a double width straw.” I’m surprised to report
that, as disgusting as Bubble Tea sounds, it proved to be like
everything else in Taiwan, a total taste sensation.
Fed and watered to bursting, après some jet lag reducing rest
we were nearly set to embark upon our expedition to Jiaming
Lake. A multinational team of seven, plus the three heroic guides
from Wildman International to whom I have already referred, we
stood in a semicircle at the Siangyang National Forest recreation
area at the edge of Yushan National Park, receiving our final briefing. Our park permits had been pre-purchased one month in advance as per the requirements, and spaces had been reserved for
us at the mountain hut on route. “If a black bear does approach
you,” said the park warden, holding her arms aloft, “stand like
this, make yourself appear larger and back away slowly.” I exwww.wiredforadventure.com J U L | A U G 2 0 1 9
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F I V E A D AY W I T H O U T FA I L

changed concerned looks around the circle. “And if any of you
run into one of the many spotted pit vipers that inhabit the area,
call us immediately and we’ll arrange for the antivenom to be
flown up to counteract the potentially deadly bite.”
Taiwan, officially the Republic of China, is an island nation in
East Asia dubbed historically, and for good reason, by Portugese
conquistadors as ‘Formosa’ (beautiful). Tropical in the south and
subtropical in the north, Taiwan is 70% mountains and roughly the size of Belgium. It rises vertically out of the Pacific from
moody beaches of black sand, beyond which lay vast expanses of
lush, comfortingly contoured, cloud-caressed ranges with multiple summits above 3,500m. Since 90% of Taiwan’s population
live on the long rolling plains to the west of the county, the rugged, heavily forested central and eastern highlands offer a remote
treat for any willing to risk the rarefied air and take a wander.

The mountains beckon
On day one of the hike we made steady progress uphill from
the trailhead at Siangyang and became immediately engulfed
by a thick, fog-laden deciduous forest of large emblematically
Asian acer trees. Deadly but beautiful foxgloves lined the pathway and, testament to the freshness of the air, lichen and moss
covered almost every rock and tree. We all enjoyed the sensory
experience, walking over crisp fallen leaves, observing the vivid
colours of the flowers in stark contrast to the muted rusty tones
of the mist-entangled trees, and listening to the chipping of the
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TIME TO REFLECT

yellow tits (endemic birds recognisable due to their spiky punkrock head crests). The hike itself was due to last three days, cover
1,116m of altitude gain and take in two of Taiwan’s top 100 peaks:
Sancha (3,496m) and Siangyang (3,603m).
On our way to such elevations, nearly two and a half miles up
in the Taiwanese sky, all of us were feeling a little short of breath.
Thankfully, that was a great excuse to stop for multiple rest
breaks and feast upon the deeply alternative snacks we’d purchased in town earlier that day. On one occasion, while we ate,
a hiker strode through our picnic area with a tiny white teddy
bear in his backpack, which appeared to be wearing a bow tie.
Our guides paid little attention, but I caught the beady black eye
of the fluffball and quickly realised it was a live animal. It seems
that, like everywhere you go in Taiwan, there’s a well-dressed
dog in a pushchair, handbag or backpack.
As the mist lifted, deciduous trees gave way to their coniferous
cousins and we were blessed with azure skies above an entirely different, more alpine environment. Despite the sunshine,
altitude kept temperatures down to a cool 5C. which came as a
welcome change from the tropical 30C humidity in coastal Kaohsiung. After a few hours hiking, we enjoyed a brief hiatus at
Siangyang hut. “Three hours further up the trail is Jiaming cabin,
where we will spend the night,” said Fox between bites of kuai
chi (pork paper), a wonderful crispy combination of pork, apple,
almonds, soy sauce and sugar. Diving across to steal a handful
while he was distracted, I stood and soaked up the pine-framed

Taiwan
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WANDERING WITHOUT WIFI

view, crunching the paradisiacal strips. I haven’t tried heroin,
but I’d imagine it’s not a dissimilar experience.
By late afternoon, we had wandered beneath the wizened and
wind-sculpted branches of the famous Siangyang single-seed
juniper tree and onwards, finally reaching the Jiaming cabin
which was to be our home for two nights. Despite having to cater
for around 160 hungry hikers, the staff at the cabin managed to
knock up a dinner of delicious design. Seemingly, the quality of
nosh never drops in Taiwan, even if it’s fast food for the masses.
With no running water for washing I set about a baby wipe shower after dinner and unrolled my sleeping bag onto the worrisome
looking slab of a sleeping platform. Unlike European mountain
huts with separate bunks, Taiwanese huts have one huge single
rostrum of rubberised wood that everyone piles onto in sardine
fashion. That night we slept 12 abreast on an area not that much
wider than two double beds. Some of the team had the good sense
to bring comfortable roll mats, eye masks, ear plugs and sleeping
pills, but sadly, I didn’t, so... my whole night was spent wide
awake, listening to an ensemble of altitude-induced snores.

Finding God’s Lost Saphire
At 5am the next morning, the wide veranda of the hut was
awash with morning sunlight. Hikers cradled steaming pots of
savoury broth, upon which floated yellow buns shaped and decorated like rubber ducks (only in Taiwan). Allowing the breakfast
queue to subside a little, I took a moment to breathe in the view.

A S A C R I F I C I A L A LT E R S H A D E D B Y A B A N YA N T R E E

MASTER OF SNACKS

Ridged green peaks fanned out like tree roots, rising above and
falling below a blanket of pearlescent cloud aglow with unreal light. The new moon could just be seen slipping behind the
earth’s sharp edge, like it was falling from a great table over the
horizon toward the brink of space. Trying to remember the last
time I’d eaten breakfast above the clouds, and all too suddenly
realising how pessimistic I’d been in my assumptions about Taiwan and it’s lack of geographical and cultural splendour, I took a
sip of sweet and spicy ginger tea. As the fragrant liquid warmed
me through, the ever-informative Daphne came to stand at my
side. We speculated upon the day together, digesting breakfast
and the increasingly stunning sunrise.
“Today,” said Yining, our habitually lovely guide, “we will hike
to Jiaming Lake, our final destination. If the skies remain clear,
and winds light, the lake’s surface will take on a mirror-like effect, and appear a deep sapphire blue.” The faces of the four Hong
Kong photography enthusiasts lit up at the prospect and we
bundled on our packs ready for the off, not wanting to miss the
magic moment by way of the predicted afternoon storms.
After two hours of steady and splendid ridge hiking, we made
it. The tranquillity at the top was of the ultimate degree, leaving
room only for the sound of the air as it moved past. Jiaming Lake,
also often referred to as God’s Lost Sapphire, was once thought
to be a meteor crater, but is now commonly acknowledged to be
a tarn left over from the last ice age, and here it was twinkling
before me. Sadly, gathering winds on the front of the approachwww.wiredforadventure.com J U L | A U G 2 0 1 9
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ing storm had disturbed the surface of the teardrop shaped lake
and denied us the deep blue vision upon which our hopes were
pinned. The view, however, was still of the utmost magnificence
and so I sat a while by the lakeshore.
An hour went by spent in idle fancy. Big landscapes have often led me to contemplate the validity of existence and wait for
answers that never appear, imagining myself the protagonist
in some grand adventure or another. Eventually, the smell of
woodsmoke and charred meats from higher up the hill dissolved
my philosophic state. The guides from Wildman had prepared
an unexpected barbeque for us. Taiwanese hospitality won the
day once again and we enjoyed conversation and flame-grilled
goodies, having reached our exalted destination. As storm clouds
exploded on the horizon, turning the world slate grey, they
brought with them humidity and a sudden sense of urgency. We
readied ourselves for the two-day decent back to the trailhead.
Before we could leave, however, there was one thing we simply
had to do, one thing that the good people of Taiwan prize above
all else and cannot go a single day without. “Group photooooo,”
called Fox, as he danced out in front of us waving his arms, gesturing excitedly for everyone to get together and grin.
Do you love food a little too much? And are you inclined to
relieve that guilt by hiking world-class high mountain routes on
well-maintained trails? If so, Taiwan is definitely for you. It is a
nation of colour and uncommonly convivial characters who wish
for nothing more than to treat you well and share with you not
only their fascinating indigenous culture, and culinary wizardry,
but their lush curvaceous island which, despite a propensity for
fog and fast changing weather, is undoubtedly the happiest of
hunting grounds for hikers; a rare place as yet relatively undisturbed by tourism. From bullet trains to bubble tea, pork paper
to potty pet grooming, you can’t fail but have ultimate fun in the
wild, wacky and wonderful wilderness of Taiwan.

LET’S GO
HOW TO GET THERE
A return fare to Taiwan can actually be had for a very decent
price. Flights go from London Gatwick to Taipei with China
Airlines and, at the time of writing, a return ticket for October or November will set you back just £437 (prices are from
www.skyscanner.net). Flight times hover around the 13hour mark.
WHEN TO GO
The shoulder seasons of spring and autumn represent very
good times to visit Taiwan, as you can avoid the typhoons
of summer (June to September). From February to May and
autumn September to December you’ll find mild, temperate
weather that lends itself to hiking, though afternoon storms
can start to become a feature throughout May. In the winter, the mountains see snow and temperatures that drop
below zero.
HOW TO DO IT
Given the extreme language barrier, and the need to
pre-purchase park and hut passes ahead of your adventure,
you would do well to enlist the services of a professional
guiding company. Maxwell used Wildman International,
which is based in Taipei and offers fantastic tours (see www.
climberfly.com or contact service@climberfly.com).
FIND OUT MORE
For further information, please see the official tourist board
website for Taiwan (www.taiwan.net.tw).
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